
Well, Hello!

We’ve been busy shipping. Mostly software. To keep software teams happy. Here’s a few things 
we’ve shipped.
 
Mesmer abhors seeing humans toil away on tasks that bots could do instead. That's why we strive 
to take everything that bores you and make it simple, with the power of AI. So it only makes sense 
that you find out about the fresh updates we work tirelessly on for you every week.
 
Lean in and thumb down to see some of the things we shipped: 

Journey Edits, Abound.

Building a11y operable flows and keeping them flowing is tough. We made it easier to edit your 
flows and to keep your app snappy and accessible.

Build Overflow.

10, 30, 100 builds a day. That’s more PR’s than ice cubes in an ice maker. We want to avoid that 
extra brain freeze. So, made it easier to see what builds tested, accessible or just skipped entirely.

Tokens and Proxies at CLI Casino.

Time travel is cool and all, but logging in with a command-line tool makes us feel like we're back in 
the 80s on a BBS asking an admin for access – in a bad way. There'll be no more fighting to 
remember login details. Long live tokens make access instant. Plus, we added keep your network 
connected no matter what fortress you’re in.

Is this thing on?

Our Bots work silently. Maybe a little too silently. Sometimes one needs to know something is 
actually happening. We added a number of indicators for errors, changes, and action or assertion 
updates.

Dataroma. 

Test data without testing your data. Or, patience. Now see all your project scope data in one place: 
Admire it. Edit it. Touch it. Whisper "my precioussss," to it. Export it or Import it. And, all works via 
the CLI too. Whatever floats your boat.

Peep the release notes


